
 

 

[Internal Religious Service aka IRS] (“[IRS]”) 
How we see the IRS is not the issue, it’s our belief in its core values, its path practiced as a vision of THEIRS 

[“Our core values guide our path to achieving our vision.”] (“[Creed]”) 

26 U.S.C. §7806. Construction of title 
(a) Cross references 
The cross references in this title to other portions of the title, or other provisions of law, where the word "see" is used, are made only for 
convenience, and shall be given no legal effect. 

(b) Arrangement and classification 
No inference, implication, or presumption of legislative construction shall be drawn or made by reason of the location or grouping of any 
particular section or provision or portion of this title, nor shall any table of contents, table of cross references, or similar outline, analysis, or 
descriptive matter relating to the contents of this title be given any legal effect. The preceding sentence also applies to the sidenotes and 
ancillary tables contained in the various prints of this Act before its enactment into law. 
(Aug. 16, 1954, ch. 736, 68A Stat. 917.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 
This Act, referred to in subsec. (b), is act Aug. 16, 1954. 

What we believe and what the World has assigned may always be at odds:  

“Many of us have to make decisions that define who we are and what we believe in. Most often, the choices we face may seem 
insignificant. But this doesn't mean that they're not important to us: even the smallest action can have an impact on our self-
respect, our integrity, and ultimately, our reputation.” https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/integrity.htm 

Right of Conscience vs. [The human mind, a sacred place 
becoming the scene of a thought crime] [thought crimes] 



 
 
H&R Block Super Bowl Commercial 2009 Ad - Grim Reaper –  
Watch www NFL-Super-Bowls com 
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=h%26r+block+commercial+grim+reaper&view=detail&mid=275292DF5BD
4C16F81D6275292DF5BD4C16F81D6&FORM=VIRE2 
 

 
H&R Block Commercial: Cupid  
Published on Feb 17, 2009 
http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=h%26r+block+commercial+cupid&view=detail&mid=CDF202DA4D935ED
B8EE5CDF202DA4D935EDB8EE5&FORM=VIRE1 
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